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Part 3 | INTERPRETING THE BIBLE 
 
 

2 Timothy 2:15  Do your best to present yourself to God as one approved, a workman who does not need 
to be ashamed and who correctly handles the word of truth.  
 

2 Timothy 3:16-17  All Scripture is given by inspiration of God, and is profitable for doctrine, for 
reproof, for correction, for instruction in righteousness, that the man of God may be complete, 
thoroughly equipped for every good work. 
 

2 Peter 1:19-21  And so we have the prophetic word confirmed, which you do well to heed as a light that 
shines in a dark place,...; knowing this first, that no prophecy of Scripture is of any private 
interpretation, for prophecy never came by the will of man, but holy men of God spoke as they were 
moved by the Holy Spirit. 
 
ABOUT THE BIBLE 
 
1. The Bible was written in different lands over a period of 1,500 

years by more than 40 authors from all walks of life: 
shepherds, farmers, tentmakers, physician, fishermen, 
philosophers, tax collector and kings. The Bible is unified  
because it was written by one Author. (2 Peter 1:19-21) 

 
2. The Bible is the unfolding story of how God acted in human 

history to establish His Kingdom, to save mankind and glorify 
Himself.  Although the main focus of the Bible is on the Kingdom of God, Jesus Christ is the Center 
of that activity (John 5:39).  He is the Promised Redeemer who would defeat Satan and bring 
salvation to all who put their trust in Him (Genesis 3:15; John 3:3) 

 
3. The Bible is divided into two main sections.  The Old Testament is the record of God’s 

relationship with people before and in the Law, and the New Testament is the record of God’s 
relationship with people after Jesus’ Birth, Sacrifice and Resurrection.  
 “The Old Testament is the New Testament concealed; the New Testament is the Old Testament 

revealed.” 
 
4. The books are not all categorized in chronological order but grouped according to ______________ 

of writing.  
 

A. The ________ books of the Old Testament 

 Pentateuch (The law) | Genesis, Exodus, Leviticus, Numbers, Deuteronomy 
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 Historical Books | Joshua, Judges, Ruth, 1 Samuel, 2 Samuel, 1 Kings, 2 Kings, 1 
Chronicles, 2 Chronicles, Ezra, Nehemiah, Esther 

 Books of Poetry | Job, Psalms, Proverbs, Ecclesiastes, Song of Songs or Solomon 

 Major Prophets (Longer) | Isaiah, Jeremiah, Lamentations, Ezekiel 

 Minor Prophets (Shorter) | Daniel, Hosea, Joel, Amos, Obadiah, Jonah, Micah, Nahum, 
Habakkuk, Zephaniah, Haggai, Zechariah, Malachi 

  
B. The ________ books of the New Testament 
 

 Gospels | Matthew, Mark, Luke, John 

 Historical Book | Acts 

 Epistles (Letters) | Romans, 1 Corinthians, 2 Corinthians, Galatians, Ephesians, Philippians, 
Colossians, 1 Thessalonians, 2 Thessalonians, 1 Timothy, 2 Timothy, Titus, Philemon, 
Hebrews, James, 1 Peter, 2 Peter, 1 John, 2 John, 3 John, Jude 

 Prophecy, Apocalyptic Book | Revelation 

 
5. Because the books are not grouped in chronological order there is a difficulty in seeing the Old 

Testament as a continuing story. Below are only the highlights of major sections of the Old 
Testament. Read the expanded version on-line at DiscipleshipDevelopment.org. Go to the 
Discipleship Foundation page/Part 3 Interpreting the Bible/Overview of Old Testament Events. 
 

A. The beginnings (Genesis 1 - 11:26) 
 

B.   The Patriarchal Era (Genesis 11:27 - 50:26) 
 

C.   The Exodus From Egypt  (Exodus) 
 

D.   The Years in the Wilderness  (Numbers 10:11 - 25:18; 
Numbers 33) 

 

E.   Possessing the Promised Land (Numbers 26:1 - 36:13; 
Joshua 1 - 24) 

 

F.   The Judges and Transition to a Monarchy  (Judges; 1 
Samuel) 

 

G.   The Monarchy (1 Samuel 8:1 - 15:35; 2 Samuel and 2 
Chronicles; 1 Kings 1 - 11; 2 Chronicles 1 - 9) 

 

H.   The Divided Kingdom (1 Kings 12 - 22; 2 Kings 1 - 17; 2 
Chronicles 10 - 27) 
 The Fall, Captivity and Exile of the Northern and the 

Southern Kingdoms 
 The Restoration of Israel (Ezra and Nehemiah) 

 
6. The Bible was originally written in three languages 
 

A. ___________________  The language in which most of the Old Testament was written which 
died as a spoken language about 300 BC. 

 
B. ___________________  A kind of “first-cousin” to Hebrew.  This was the everyday language of 

the Jewish people in Palestine from 350 BC up to the time of Christ. 
 
C. ___________________  The language in which the New Testament was written. 
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7. The two major types of Bible translations. 
  

A. _________________________  translations are done by groups of scholars, specialists in 
Hebrew, Greek or Aramaic,  who work together on certain books or sections of the Bible.  They 
usually are also extremely knowledgeable about the history, culture and the book they are 
translating.   

 Examples are The King James Version, The New King James Version, New International 
Version, New American Standard, Revised Standard Version, etc. 

 
B. _________________________  translations are basically produced by one person who is skilled 

in a literary style and often have scholars advising them. These translations are paraphrased and 
are easier to read but often reflect the doctrinal framework of the translator.  Examples are Ken 
Taylor’s Living Bible, Good News for Modern Man, J.B. Philips, etc. 

 
WHAT TO BE AWARE OF WHEN READING THE BIBLE 
 
1. If our expectations about Bible study are to be fulfilled, we must 

be aware of attitudes that work against our time of study.  
 

A. The _______________________ method, the approach that 
there is a “cause and effect” to every miraculous event 
recorded in the Bible. 
 An example in Matthew 14:13-21 of the feeding of the 

5,000 (possibly 20,000 people including men women 
and children).  

 
B.  We can be more committed to the religious/church beliefs taught us in our childhood than we 

are to the actual teachings of the Bible. 
 Some strongly believe that the words “falling away” (rebellion) in 2 Thessalonians 2:3 

means rapture. The original writers had no other meaning than a rebellion or apostasy. 
 
C. A fear of paradox, the tension of two apparent contradictions, can easily influence our thinking 

because of our desire to have comfortable, well-ordered systems of thought. 
 The apparent “discrepancies” of the people at the open tomb in Matthew 28:1-8 and John 

20:1-10. 
 
D. Using _____________________ literalism, obeying the commands or teachings we like and 

ignoring the ones we do not like. 
 Selective literalism makes it difficult for believers to practice unity, especially with those 

outside their particular church or denomination. 
 
E. Looking for easy answers to complex problems, even at the expense of Truth. The Bible gives 

honest answers and rarely gives easy answers to difficult and complex problems in life. 
 
2. Discussion 
 

A. Do you think that what you have been taught about the Bible about topics such as water 
baptism, the baptism of the Holy Spirit, predestination, women in leadership, or the second 
coming of Christ influence the way you interpret certain passages of the Bible?  Describe one 
area you have had to “re-adjust” your interpretation. 

 
B.  Using Scripture, how would you tell someone struggling with alcohol or other life-controlling 

habit that that is wrong? 
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RULE NUMBER 1: Learn to read Scripture in  ___________________ 
 
1. Scripture ___________________________ what it did not first mean to the original hearers and 

readers.   
 

A. In speaking through real persons, in a variety of circumstances, over a period of 1,500 years, 
God’s Word was expressed in the vocabulary and thought patterns of the people of those times 
and cultures.  If they were going to hear it, it could only have come through events and in the 
language they could have understood.  Our problem is that we are removed from them in time 
and culture.  This is the reason we need to begin with the original communicated thoughts. 

 
2.  Two important key aspects of Bible interpretation 
 

A. _______________________ This is the careful, systematic study of God’s Word to discover the 
writer’s original and intended meaning, taking into consideration the historical and literary 
contents, and the society of the time of writing. 

 
B. _____________________________ This is the entire field of Biblical interpretation.  In a 

narrower sense, it is bringing contemporary relevance to ancient texts, the Bible’s meaning for 
today. 

 
3. Context is understood by the passages that __________________ and ______________ it. 

 
A. Literary context asks questions such as: What type of writing is it? What was the basic purpose 

of this writing?  What comes before it and what follows it?    
 
B. Basic context is the entire book or passage. Why was it written?  What is its basic message?   

 When Paul wrote 1 Corinthians he answered a call for help because of serious problems.  
 When he wrote 1 Timothy he was dealing with false teaching in the church at Ephesus. 

 
C. Historical context determines what was going on in the history of the readers whose thinking (as 

is ours) was deeply influenced by the circumstances of their day.   
 Is there war going on? Is a national sin addressed? Etc. 

 
D. Cultural context of Biblical times was very different from ours, and its writings must always be 

considered in light of its culture.   
 Cultural behavior is usually never explained because the readers were knowledgeable of 

social and religious customs. 
 Manners and Customs of the Bible by James Freeman is a good book to use for cultural and 

historical information. 
 
4. Other rules for studying the Bible 
  

A. Always begin with prayer and ask the Holy Spirit to be 
your Guide (John 16:13). 
 Pray for guidance and insight, to see its message as God would want us to know it.   

 
B. Generally, the Bible should be interpreted literally, exactly as it is written. The Bible uses many 

figures of speech such as hyperbole (John 21:25), similes and metaphors, etc. 
 
C.  Interpret the Bible as a progressive revelation of God. 

 Genesis is the seed, the Bible is the tree. The Old Testament is largely foundational truth. 
The New Testament is largely fulfilled truth. 
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D.  Never interpret Biblical text in a way that contradicts the rest of Scripture. To “rightly divide the 
Word of God” (2 Timothy 2:15) means to cut in a straight line, truthful interpretation. 
 Wherever possible, let Scripture interpret Scripture (Matthew 13:18) 

 
E. Bible interpretation is singular (one meaning), Bible application may be plural (several ways to 

apply it). 
 
F. Check out your interpretation with others you trust and get a second opinion. 
 
G. Above all, be charitable to those who may differ with your interpretation. Never allow yourself 

to think that you have “arrived.” Avoid the tendency to start a heated debate. 
 In essentials: unity. In non-essentials: liberty. In all things: charity. 

 
DIFFERENT WAYS PEOPLE INTERPRET THE BOOK OF REVELATION 
 
1. Historical | The prophecies have been fulfilled throughout history and 

are still being fulfilled today.  
 
2. Futurist | Most prophecies beyond Revelation 3 are yet to be fulfilled.  
 
3. Dispensational | The seven church letters are seven church ages with 

4:1 as the Rapture.  The rest of the book deals primarily with the Great 
Tribulation and the fate of Israel at the hands of the Anti-Christ.  The 
Millennium is viewed as the time that Israel restores everything back to the original. 

 
4. Preterist | Most prophecies in the book of Revelation were fulfilled during the time of the Roman 

empire. 
 
5. Spiritual or Idealist | Revelation is a description of the cosmic struggle between the forces of good 

and evil. The book has no historical references or predictive prophecy but teach spiritual truth. 
 
6. Allegorical | This is closely associated with the spiritual viewpoint where the characters, settings, 

and events stand for abstract or moral concepts. This is method used by many Mainline 
Denominations including the Catholic Church. 

 

___________________________ 
 

“...And He has on His robe and on His thigh a name written:  
 

KING OF KINGS AND LORD OF LORDS.” 
 

Revelation 19:11-16 
 

___________________________ 

 
SUGGESTED BIBLE STUDY HELPS 
 
1. Study Bibles (NKJV, NIV, RSV, NAS) 

 Spirit Filled Life Bible; Life Application Bible; Thompson Chain Reference 
 
2. Bible Handbooks 

 Hayford’s Bible Handbook; Eerdman’s Handbook; Haley’s Handbook 
 
3. Concordances 

 Strong’s & Young’s Concordances 
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4. Bible Dictionaries 
 The New Unger’s Bible Dictionary; Nelson’s Illustrated Bible Dictionary 

 
5. Word Study Books 

 The Complete Word Study by Zodhiates; Vine’s Expository Dictionary of Biblical Words 
 
6. Theology Books 

 Foundations of Pentecostal Theology (Duffield & Van Cleave) 
 
7. Cross Reference Books 

 Nave’s Topical Bible 
 
8. Bible Atlas 

 
HOW TO USE A STRONG’S CONCORDANCE 
 
1. Strong’s Concordance is a practical tool for studying Scripture because it helps the student locate 

any verse in Scripture if the student can remember only one or more words from that verse.  It also 
helps the student understand the Greek, Hebrew, or Aramaic meaning behind any word in Scripture. 

 
2. The main sections of the concordance are the Scriptural reference for the words, the Hebrew 

Dictionary (Old Testament), and the Greek Dictionary (New Testament). 
 
3. Suppose you want to find the passage in Scripture about putting on the armor of God. All you can 

remember is that it’s somewhere in the New Testament.  You would then look up the word “armor” 
in the New Testament section.  Luke 11:22 is the first New Testament passage listed and does not 
sound like the passage you are looking for. The next passage is Romans 13:12 and the third passage 
is Ephesians 6:11. The phrase in Ephesians: “Put on the full armor of God” sounds like the passage 
you are looking for.  

 
4. On the far right hand column of each entry is a number code. This code refers you to where you can 

find this word in the dictionary section located in the back of the concordance (in this case, the word 
would be “armor”).  

 
6. Since you are looking up the word “armor” from Ephesians 6:11, you will notice the code number is 

3833.  If you want to know where else the same word in Greek is translated “armor,” look for other 
entrees that have the same number code.  You will want to look in the Greek dictionary  instead of 
the Hebrew dictionary.   

 
 Example:  Hebrew                   Greek 
 
7. Under number 3833, you will find the Greek word “panoplia”. This is the Greek word for “armor” 

found in Ephesians 6:11. Next you will find the phrase: “from 3956 and 3696.”  These other codes 
will lead you to other words from which the Greek word “panoplia” was derived (its root meaning).  
Next, you will find its meaning: “all armor (1),” “full armor (2).”  The number in the parentheses 
indicates the number of times the word conveys that particular meaning.  By reading Ephesians 6:11 
(“Put on the full armor of God…”), you will discover that in its context the word panoplia means 
full, complete, every piece of the armor instead of “all armor.”  
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BASIC BIBLE STUDY WORKSHEET  

 
1. Give the entire Bible reference you are going to study. 
 
2. Pray for the Holy Spirit to guide you and give you understanding. 
 
3. Identify the type of literature it is (History, poetry, prophecy). 
 
4. Describe the historical and cultural context. 

 
Four Important Principles 
 
1. OBSERVATION - What does it __________? 

 
A. Describe what is happening by outlining the story plot, narrative, etc.  
 

B. Who are the characters? Where and why do the events occur? 
 

C. What is the key verse or thought? 

 
2.  INTERPRETATION - What does it ______________? 
 

A. What is the writer saying to the original hearers? 
 

B. Why did he say what he did? 

 
3.   CORRELATION - How does it ________________ to other Scriptures? 
 

A. Where is the message or theme stated in other books of the Bible?   
 

B. Link the message of the passage to major themes and teachings of Scripture and 
give Scripture references. 

 
4.  APPLICATION - How does it ___________ to me today? 
 

A. What are the important applicable truths?   
 

B. Are there commands to obey?   
 

C. Are there errors to avoid, sins to forsake?   
 

D. Are there promises to receive?  
 

E. What does this passage suggest I should be or do as a believer in Christ? 

“...they received the word with all readiness, and searched the Scriptures daily to find 

out whether these things were so.”  Acts 17:10-12   
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MINOR PROPHETS WORKSHEET | Haggai 
 
1. Read the book of Haggai. 
 
2. What is the life situation, the history and the problems of the people during the time 

this was written? 
 
3. What is the faith situation, the relationship the people and the nation had with God? 
 
4. What do we have in common with the situation of the first readers?  In what ways 

do we differ? 
 
5. What lessons can be seen from Haggai that are applicable to us today? 

 
PARABLES WORKSHEET | Luke 10:25-37 
 
1.  Read the parable of the Good Samaritan. 
 
2.  What events surround the parable? 
 
3.  What prompted Christ to speak the parable and to whom was the parable spoken? 
 
4.  What are the facts of the parable itself? 
 
5.  What would Jesus have wanted the original hearers to “catch” from this? 
 
6.  What is the message for us today? 
 
7.  How would you share the applicable truths from this parable to someone today? 

 
EPISTLE WORKSHEET | Philemon  
 
1. Read the entire letter. 
 
2. Who is the author and who are all the recipients? 
 
3.  Describe the occasion of the letter. 
 
4.  Describe the author’s attitude. 
 
5.  Summarize in one sentence what each paragraph is about.  Translations may differ 

in number of paragraphs. 
 
6. What points can we apply to ourselves today? 
 

“...they received the word with all readiness, and searched the Scriptures daily to find 

out whether these things were so.”  Acts 17:10-12   
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ANSWERS - INTERPRETING THE BIBLE 

style 

39 

27 

Hebrew 

Aramaic 

Greek 

Committee 

One person 

Scientific 

Selective 

CONTEXT 

never means 

Exegesis 

Hermeneutics 

precede  

follow  

say 

mean 

relate 

apply 
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WEEKLY TIME SHEET   ...redeeming the time... Ephesians 5:16 

 
1. Name _______________________________________________  Date _______________________ 
 
2. My accountability partners are _______________________________________________________ 
 
 ________________________________________________________________________________ 
 
3. Write the assigned Scripture memory verse from memory below before class.  (Journal on the back, 

be brief and specific.) 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
4. Comments 

   

SAT 

   

SUN 

   

MON 

 

 

TUES 

   

WED 

   

THU 

   

FRI 

       

       

       

       

       

       

       

       

       

       

 

 

ACTIVITIES 

 

 

Personal prayer time 

 

 

Bible reading & journaling 

 

 

Lesson reading (Including online) 

 

Fasting 

 

 

Scripture memorization 

 

 

Sunday AM & Wednesday PM 

 

 

Accountability meeting 

 

 

Volunteer service (specify below) 

 

 

 

 

I’ve invited a new person to church 

Check each box below as you do the activity for that day. 


